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Abstract

Even if we dont understand it, Black Swans have turned the most important events in
the modern history. Based in the presumption that all the swans are white, because all the
swans observed before were white, until an explorer discovered one black; the Old World state-
ment of impossibility “black swan” were used to describe anything “impossible or not existing”.

Introduced in the Nassim Nicholas Taleb book: “Fooled by randomness”, the Black
Swan Theory show us the possibility to expect the impossible. In fact, we can identify three
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main features of black swan events:

• After the occurrence of the event, explanations are formulated making it predictable or
expectable.

• The event has extreme impact.

• The event is unexpected or not probable.

Black Swan events have occurred in different modern activities: 9/11 events, 2008 eco-
nomic crisis, the rise of internet etc. We are specially interested in financial and risk manage-
ment black swan events; the secondary purpose of this paper is to analyze the common Normal
distribution utilization in the risk models and their main weakness to forecast black swan (fre-
quently after-occurrence modeled as fat tales distribution). The objective is not present a tech-
nical model to predict Black Swans but establish the limitations of our estimation techniques.

Despite limitations forecast techniques, it is usually required a classification of typical
and atypical (Black Swan) observations. This paper supports the argument of not finding atypi-
cal observations by only a given percentile, a fixed amount or a simple metric to any data sets,
but by proposing an alternative optimization-method to find such metric.

Keywords: Black swan, forecast, atypical, gaussian, impact. human knowledge.
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1 The black swan events.

Throughout time, certain events have represented the most significant and profound changes in
the history of mankind. Contrary to their relevance and aftermath effects on human life, these
events have usually been unexpected or, worse, highly improbable.

Recent history is full of examples of these kind: the invention of the internet, mobile
phones, economic crisis, among others. A shared trait is precisely that, before their develop-
ment, nobody could imagine that they would certainly come to exist based on all the information
available on past events.

The inability to forecast or assimilate the repercussions of this phenomena, naturally bi-
ases human thought towards classifying them as impossible. In antiquity, the expression “black
swan” was used to designate all the events that, based on past information, were considered
unthinkable.

The presumption was that, because all the swans that had yet been observed had been
white, black swans were classified as insurmountable. Knowledge based on past experience is
constantly exposed to unexpected phenomena with unforeseeable and, normally, quite conse-
quential impact the moment they appear.

The theory on black swan events is introduced on Nassin Taleb’s essay “Black Swan
Theory”. In this book, the author establishes three defining characteristics of a black swan
event:

• After the occurrence of the event, explanations are formulated making it predictable or
expectable.

• The event has extreme impact.

• The event is unexpected or not probable.
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Retrospective explanations.

The first defining characteristic of a black swan event has its origin in the belief that hu-
man thought is all-encompassing in its ability to explain an enormous amount of phenomena
whereas, in fact, it can explain a lot less that it is believed.

Nowadays, explanations on almost all imaginable social and scientific phenomena is
available through a variety of information sources. Once an event has occurred, experts and
analysts waste no time in finding the causes that fit adequately to what was observed. This
ex-post explanations are the result of a thorough analysis of the context previous to it and which
normally generate accounts that suppose the event as something evident and completely ex-
plainable.

An example of this paradigm can be found in the ex-post explanations to economic
phenomena. Different theories —sometimes contradictory— exist to explain the same event.
Ultimately, the inadequacy and limitations of knowledge seem less evident by retrospective
explanations in social phenomena.

Grandiloquent theories and explanations are formulated on the occurrence of past events.
This complex models may yet be useless in explaining or predicting future ones. It must be
accepted that some cases will, inevitable, escape the grasp of current knowledge. This is partic-
ularly true for social phenomena.

Extreme Impact.

Besides retrospective explanation, another important characteristic to recognize a black swan
event is that of the consequences that its occurrence may have. The impact of unpredictable
phenomena can be classified as either positive or negative.

A positive black swan event has favorable consequences for development. For example,
the discovery of a new vaccine, the Internet, the mobile phone. All this examples, have the
characteristic of being unthinkable before their existence yet with positive consequences once
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they were advanced.

On the contrary, negative black swan events come with disfavourable and possibly catas-
trophic consequences. For example, the economic crisis or September 11 attacks.

Beyond any characteristic trait, the importance of these type of events is that their occur-
rence has great influence on day-to-day activities. The impact of a swan can radically modify a
civilization’s lifestyle.

Probability of occurrence.

The last characteristic of a black swan event also pertains the boundaries of human knowledge
and the belief that it encompasses more that it really can.

The enormous impact this events have is partly caused by our incapacity to predict their
occurrence. According to the most traditional estimation methods, their probability is very low
because of their infrequency.

Narrowing this phenomena based on the notion of a low probability, it can be believed
that its occurrence is impossible, accounting for the conditions in which previous events devel-
oped.

In order to prognosticate future events that can be presumed to have certain similarities
to past ones, all available information on past events is used. Additionally, the assumption that
if there once existed the conditions that caused an event it is plausible that, in the future, this
same conditions may arise so as to contribute in the occurrence of a similar event, is made.

The weakness of this forecasting principle lies in the incapacity to contemplate the oc-
currence of a black swan event. Usually, a black swan does not repeat itself. If that were the
case, then its occurrence would have been contemplated by the accumulated information, thus,
making the event predictable.

This characteristic of a black swan events weakens the traditional techniques available
for statistic forecasting. Their apparition does not obey any tendency, nor does it adjusts to
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any known distribution: it simply occurs without apparent reason (until a group of experts and
analysts posses a series of explanations to make its occurrence evident).

The most popular techniques for statistical estimation use the expected value to forecast
future events. In a few words, this measure considers the trend of the set of all past data so as
to establish limits or bands within which future events should be.

Now is presented a forecasting model which establishes two bands, an inferior and a
superior, in which future events should reside. The fundamental assumption in this model is
that the data follows a normal distribution:

Considering the Normal distribution Z ∼ N(µ,σ), if an arbitrary data x is selected from
this function, the probability that x is contained in σ limits is

Pr(µ−σ < Z < µ+σ)≈ ..

Let Sn the sum of n independent random variables Xi with a common distribution func-
tion, such that E[Xi] = µ and Var[X ] = σ < ∞:

Sn = X+ ...+Xn.

Then E[Sn] = nµ, Var[Sn] = nσ.

Let Zn = Sn−nµ/σ
√

n the standardized variable, such that

Zn ∼ N(µ,σ).

by the Central Limit theorem:

limn→∞ Pr(Zn ≤ z) = φ(z)

∀z ∈ R, where φ(z) is the Normal standard distribution N(,).

Based in the mentioned Normal distribution property and then last theorem, if n→ ∞:

Sn =
n

∑
i=1

Xi ∼ N(nµ,nσ
2).

then
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Pr(nµ−3
√

nσ <
n

∑
i=1

Xi < mµ+3
√

nσ)≈ .997.

Pr(µ−3σ/
√

n < (1/n)
n

∑
i=1

Xi < µ+3σ/
√

n)≈ .997.

Pr(µ−3σ/
√

n < X < µ+3σ/
√

n)≈ .997.

Pr(|X−µ|< 3σ/
√

n)≈ .997.

Assuming that the normality assumption is satisfied, we can conclude that, in the long
term, 99.7% of the data will be within the established bands with a standard deviation of σ.

With this model, the possibility of finding a highly catastrophic event is very low. This
contributes to the fact that, in some cases, its occurrence will qualify as impossible.

After the occurrence of a black swan event, the additional information inherent to it can
be incorporated to the model. Because the projections are based on the expected value, only
one additional data may not have considerable influence to change the limit of the bands.

The most employed methods to analyze and forecast data have as a fundamental as-
sumption a N ∼ (µ,σ2) or gaussian behavior of the data.

The majority of the models that try to predict the occurrence of social phenomena, e.g.
economic cycles, use the normality assumption and, as a consequence, they assume that future
events will concentrate around the general trend of past events.

Analogously, this methods of analysis exclude the possibility of future black swan events
in the social scope and, thus, the vulnerability to them persists.

An important observation on the type of variables to forecast is that there exists a set of
variables that are subject to restrictions that help control the variability among the data in the
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same set. For example, to study the height among the men of a certain population, a possibility
would be in grouping all of the data to determine the limits that contain all possible values of
height. It is possible to assume that there exist physiological restrictions that make it impossible
for a man to grow indefinitely. This restrictions make it possible to establish limits, even if they
are loose, in which all future heights of men in this population must be contained.

Social variables and, more specifically, economic variables, are not subject to any such
restriction that limits the variance of the data. Inflation, the performance of a particular share,
the price of a bond, are economic variables for which it is possible to establish an expected
range while using a model with a distributional (normal) assumption but without any immediate
restriction that limits its possible values.

Experience is not enough.

Due to human knowledge’s limited scope, the information available for past events is the main
ingredient in predictive models. The assumption that justifies the use of past experience to
project the future lies within the belief of the existence of patterns or factors that made possible
that this events occurred in the first place and that they can be used to determine future events.

Taleb presents the turkey paradox which simplifies the relationship between having a
great amount of information and the predictive power it possesses. Suppose that a turkey is fed
and, thus, its happiness is increased during a thousand days. At last, when Christmas comes,
they turkey is killed. The graph that describes the happiness of the turkey as a function of the
days in which it is fed is shown below.

This paradox possess an example in which even though the turkey had an enormous
amount of information —or experience— regarding a certain phenomenon; even though it had
total information, it is sometimes impossible to determine the occurrence of some events. In
this case, its death represents to the turkey a particularly unlikely event and highly catastrophic.
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Figure 1: The paradox of the turkey: happiness throughout time

Negative empiricism.

Frequently, when a model for prediction is established, its assumptions are announced. Next, a
dataset is provided to test it. Finally, examples are provided in which the model has a particu-
larly good performance and yields good predictions.

This common practice used to validate models and gain credibility has a big flaw in-
cluded in the initial paradox of the black swan: the observation of an enormous quantity of
white swans is not enough to determine that black swans do not exist. Then, while establish-
ing a model, instead of presenting a lot of examples in which the predictions of the model are
certainly useful, there can be established some cases in which the use of the model produces
incoherent results or is unable to yield a prognosis.

The absence of proof does not imply the proof of the absence.
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Restrictions and opportunities for human knowledge.

This brief introduction to the theory of black swans posses certain boundaries to human knowl-
edge. It also makes way to the consideration of the variables that can be studied with a bounded
variability.

The consciousness of the existence of black swan events and the analysis of the deficien-
cies of the traditional statistical methods used to estimate and project the occurrence of certain
events does not necessarily yield a new predictive model. Emphasis must be made on the fact
that this paper does not present one. However, this analysis does frames the use of these mod-
els into a more realistic scope. Our understanding of the majority of the variables and random
events that surround us have certain limitations and so the use of predictive models should also
be constrained to the same limitations.

The use of statistical tools grants the opportunity to model and study the behavior of a
random set of events observable in reality. Yet, in no case can the statistical theory ensure that
an event will certainly come to pass. On the contrary, with a set of conditions and assumptions,
it is possible to assure —mathematically— that if nothing is altered, a result can be expected.

The problem of the use of statistical tools and theorems comes from the people that
try to domesticate the randomness within certain events and variables by the use of certain
assumptions that would be difficult to satisfy. Thus, the results obtained while using a model
without data that satisfies the assumptions are, naturally, wrong. Furthermore, the design of
this models does not grant protection against randomness or the consequences of a black swan
event.
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Black swan events in risk management.

In our prior section, the knowledge-boundaries of forecast techniques have been delimited. It is
impossible to predict all the future events, more difficult in fact, since we live in a black swan-
governed world.

The aim of this sections is to show how the black swans occurs in actuarial and risk
management areas; they are not pure black swans according to our first definition, however, at
this point it is in our interest events of high impact and a low probability of occurrence.

In typical issues of statistical forecast, actuarial science and most of industries where
uncertainty plays and important role; it is first needed to know your data, therefore we start
gathering data into databases, then we might compute an arithmetic mean and finally introduce
some adjustments (accordingly to the information) in order to apply your forecast models and
also compute probabilities of some future events you may want to know.

If any conventional statistical method is used, future black swans would be located in
the tales of its distribution those events with high impact and low probability - but given the
forecast method, the chance of these events to occur are considered nearly impossible.

Despite the weakness of conventional forecast techniques, a recurrent problem is to
determine between past events which should be considered atypical or expected events(typical).
In other words, it is required to establish an fair limit to distinguish past black swan events.

Because of human knowledge limitations, and limitations in forecast techniques; it is
attempted not to propose an alternative forecast theory to find the time and magnitude of the next
black swan but rather to build a criteria to separate in our databases what is typical (expected)
and what is atypical (black swans).

Under this analysis, an atypical event is considered a black swan without the retrospective-
explanation feature. In this paper, a data or event is considered atypical if: given a distribution,
the data does not belong to the behavior of the distribution.fdf

In risk management areas, the segmentation of a data set in atypical and expected events,
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is a common issue. On the next section, different aplications of atypical analysis in risk man-
agement will be presented.

One of the main features of a black swan is their impact (either positive or negative).
Maybe, in some analysis, it is useful to determine positive swans but in risk management,
negative black swans are more an issue, since the consequence can get disastrous , they should
not ignore them.

For default, experience-based criteria are used to decide the limit of the strange events:
a fixed amount, percentile or the n last events can be considered atypical. The main weakness
of that criteria is, due to are arbitrary judgements, the same criteria can be used in any data set,
whitout make, at least a descriptive analysis to identify relevant differences between disjoint
data sets.

The arbitrary criteria are experience-based and under this assumption, expected events
are established. Lamentably, because of their nature, the ocurrence of black swan events can t
be modeled.

The objective of this section is to establish a not arbitrary criteria to find the atypical
limit. Design a numeric optimization method that depends on the current data set but no in a
fixed a priori judgement.

Assumptions and preliminary steps.

In the risk management, an specific amount or total cost is assigned to every sinister. The
bigger amount the higher negative impact. A graphicis presented to observe the behavior of an
hypothetical data set, the atypical events are located in the bigger amounts.

Let X the original data set to be divided between atypical and expected events. Supose
that a value from a quantitative variable(amount) is associated to every sinister xi ∈ X .

The first step in the algorithm is take subsets Si with different cardinality, such that
|Si|< |S j| and Si ⊂ S j, ∀ i < j. If Si = k, the k elements whit the lower amount are chosen. A
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Figure 2: Black swan events

specific percentile pi is associated to every subset. Supose that m different sets are constructed.

In the next step, goodness of fit test are used to compare a data set like X with a reference
probability distribution. In the statistical theory there are different test. The selection of the
appropiate test depends of the data behavior and preferences.

The test should be chosen such that no assumption about the reference probability dis-
tribution is made. For example. some goodnes of fit compares the data set only with the normal
distribution.

The Kolmogorov-Sminov test that can be used to compare a sample with a given propa-
bility distribution f (θ). This test quantifies the distance between the empirical distribution
function of the sample and the reference distribution f (θ).

Finally, let be F the family of the probability distributions, |F |= n.

Let be B(Xpi, f j) the adjustment level between the data set X until the percentil i (subset
Si) and the reference distribution f j.
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Figure 3: Different subsets that can taken under consideration

Definition:

fi has a better a adjustment than f j to describe the subset Sk if and only if B(Xpk , fi)≥ B(Xpk , f j).

The finding of atypical events optimization-method.

The optimization problema can be defined as

maxpi, f j B(Xpi, f j)

j = , ...,m.

i = , ...,n.

In other words, once the probability distribution function f ∗i with the higher adjustment
has been determinated for every subset Si, the optimal subset S∗ is selected such that

B(Xp∗, f∗)> B(Xpi, f j)
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∀k = , ,m.

∀ j = , ,n.

It is necessary perform mn distinct adjustments to find the optimal subset S* with the
best adjustment.

The functions in F can be selected using a descriptive o graphic analysis, however it is
advisable to use as many functions as possible to avoid establish fixed criteria. The parameters
(θ) of every distribution in F can be estimated by the maximum likelihood method using the
specific subset in every test.

Finally, given the definition of atypical event introduced in this paper and the optimal
subset S∗, the subset (S∗)c is considered atypical. In risk management, the sinisters with an
amount greater than the limit established by S∗ can be considered considered atypical (negative
black swans).

Weakness of the method.

It is possible to obtain an optimal subset S∗ with small cardinality, it is induced because of the
size of the data set. This conclusion is opposite to the intuitive criteria that the atypical events
are located at the end of the distribution.

A quick fix to this problem could be define a minimum percentile to be accepted and
advance gradually to other subsets with more elements. However, if the relation between the
percentile and the adjustment is described by a strictly decreasing function, the first percentile
analyzed would be taken as the optimal and the same problem comes again.

This fact does not implies the impossibility of reach the best adjustment in a small
percentile, but violates the belief that atypical and black swan occurs in the last portion of data.
It is necessary to include an additional adjustment to penalize the size of each subset:

B(Xp∗k , f ∗k ) = B(Xp∗k , f ∗k )−min(B(Xp∗k , f ∗k ))

where B(Xp∗k , f ∗k ) means the best adjustment fot the set Sk, ∀k = , ...,n.
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Figure 4: Best adjustment in low percentiles yields a low cardinality subset

The last modification compensate the size effect, particulary in the subsets whit a low
cardinality and high adjustment level. The limit obtained is more intuitive and in accordance to
the atypical event definition.

Data interpolation and adjustment functions.

The adjustment of the data set, depends on the set F , in fact, it is possible that no one function
describes the data set X . In that case, more probability functions should be added to the original
set.

Another option is to find the optimal polynomial interpolation that describes the data
and establish a specific test to measure their adjustment level.
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Applications in risk management.

Important conclusions can be achieved analyzing the optimal subset S∗ and their amount limit.
There are some risk management activities which the finding of atypical events optimization-
method is useful, potential improvents could be applied to

• Claim control strategies, with the differentiation between attrtional and atypical sinisters.

• Reinsurance policy.

• Economic capital modeling.

Conclusions

.

The world we live is black swan-governed, the human knowledge is incapable to predict
the most important events based in the traditional statistical techniques. In fact, it is not possible
to prevent black swan events using any method.

Emphasis must be remarked on the fact that this paper does not present another proce-
dure to domesticate and predict black swans but, based in the knowledge limitations, an alter-
native useful method to analyze observations, is presented to improve strategies.

The best protection against the black swan is to be conscious of their features, but more
important is to be conscicous of the limits of the human knowledge. The world is more random
than it is commonly assumed and our understanding of it is even more deficient.
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